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1.1 Combustor Flowfield Investigations 
The problem of optimizing gas turbine combustion chamber design is 
complex, because of the many conflicting design requirements. The need 
for a more complete understanding of the fluid dynamics of the flow in 
such combustion chambers has been recognized by designers in recent 
years, and research is continuing on several fronts to alleviate the 
problem. 
As part of an on-going project at Oklahoma State University, studies 
are in progress concerned with experimental and theoretical research in 
2-D axisymmetric geometries under low speed, nonreacting, turbulent, 
swirling flow conditions. The flow enters the test section and proceeds 
into a larger chamber (expansion ratio D/d = 2) via a sudden or grad-
ual expansion (side-wall angle a= 90 and 45 degrees). Inlet swirl vanes 
are adjustable to a variety of vane angles with ~ = 0, 38, 45, 60 and 
70 degrees being emphasized. The general aim of the entire study is to 
characterize the time-mean and turbulence flowfield, recommend appro-
priate turbulence model advances, and implement and exhibit results of 
flowfield predictions. The present contribution concentrates on the 
time-mean flow characteristics being generated by the upstream annular 
swirler, using a five-hole pitot probe technique. 
1 
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1.2 Previous Studies 
Research is progressing in several areas related to the flow facil-
ity investigation just described. Computer simulation techniques are 
being used to study tbe effect of geometry and other parameter changes 
on the flowfield. An advanced computer code (1) has been developed to 
predict confined swirling flows corresponding to those studied experi-
mentally. Tentative predictions (2) have now been supplemented by pre-
dictions made from realistic inlet conditions (3) for a complete range 
of swirl strengths with downstream nozzle effects (4). Accuracy of pre-
dictions from a computer model is strongly dependent on the inlet boun-
dary conditions used, which are primarily determined by the swirler and 
its performance at different vane angle settings. In the earlier predic-
tions, the velocity boundary conditions at the inlet to the model com-
bustor were approximated by idealized flat profiles for axial and swirl 
velocity, with radial velocity assumed to be zero. However, recent 
measurements taken closer to the swirler exit show that the profiles 
produced are quite nonuniform, with nonzero radial velocity and nonaxi-
symmetry. 
The flowfield in the test section is being characterized experimen-
tally in a variety of ways. Flow visualization has been achieved via 
still (5) and movie (6) photography of neutrally buoyant helium-filled 
soap bubbles and smoke produced by an injector and a smoke wire. Time-
mean velocities have been measured with a five-hole pitot probe at low 
(5) and high (7) swirl strengths. To help in turbulence modeling, com-
plete turbulence measurements have been made on weakly (8) and strongly 
(9) swirling flows, using a six-orientation single-wire hot-wire tech-
nique. An alternative three-wire technique has also been shown to be 
3 
useful in the complex flow situations (10). 
References to previous work done elsewhere a re found in Chapter I I, 
relating to theoretical analysis of swirler performance. 
1.3 Scope and Objectives 
A key element in swirling flow studies is the swirl generator used. 
Since it lies at the inlet to the combustor model, the swirler can have 
a strong influence on the measurements or predictions made downstream. 
Better definition of the swirler's performance characteristics is needed. 
In the present study, the main objective has been to make time-mean 
velocity measurements as close as possible to the swirler exit, so as to 
define more accurately the performance characteristics of the swirler. 
A range of swirl-blade angles ¢ from 0 to 70 deg. is considered. Speci-
fic objectives include: 
1. Investigate the flow turning effectiveness of flat blades in 
annular axial vane swirlers at various blade angles, ¢. 
2. Investigate the degree of nonaxisymmetry introduced by vane-
type swirlers. 
3. Establish correlations between the blade angle ¢and the velo-
city profiles ar:id degree of swirl actually produced. 
4. Evaluate the applicability of idealized velocity profiles used 
recently in flowfield prediction codes, and specify more rea-
listic idealized profiles for future use. 
5. Provide swirler exit data usable as inlet conditions in predic-
tion codes being used to establish, evaluate, and improve 
turbulence models. 
1.4 Outline of the Thesis 
In the previous sections, the scope and objectives of this study 
were presented, with the significance of the study in relation to past 
and present work on corrt>ustor flowfield investigations being high-
lighted. 
Chapter II describes mathematical derivations from idealized 
swirler exit velocity profiles, relating the swirl number to the ratio 
of maximum swirl and axial velocities for several cases. 
Chapter III covers the experimental equipment and procedures used 
for measurement of the swirler exit flowfield. It includes descrip-
tions of the flowfield facility, the swirler, and the five-hole pitot 
probe and its associated instrumentation. Calibration, measurement, 
and data reduction procedures are also briefly described. 
The first two sections of Chapter IV discuss experimental results 
from radial and azimuthal traverses, respectively, noting the presence 
of nonaxisymmetry, recirculation, and strong velocity gradients at the 
swirler exit plane. A third section describes the results of a check 
on sensitivity of the measurements to calibration errors. The last 
section of Chapter IV compares the swirl numbers calculated from mea-
sured profiles and from the idealizations of Chapter II to judge the 
usefulness of the idealized profiles. 
Chapter V presents conclusions drawn from the above results and 
makes recommendations for further research on this topic. 
Appendixes A and B include tables and figures, respectively. A 
description of revisions to be computer program for reduction of five-
hole pitot probe data is in Appendix C, and a listing of the program 
with sample input is in Appendix D. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
IDEALIZED PROFILE DERIVATIONS 
2.1 Idealized Velocity Profiles 
All theoretical analyses of swirler performance and most numerical 
simulations of combustor flowfields have used simple idealized swirler 
exit velocity profiles. Common assumptions made include flat axial and 
swirl velocity profiles downstream of the swirler for swirlers with vanes 
of constant angle (2, 5, 11, 12), and flat axial profile with linear 
swirl profile (solid-body rotation) for swirlers with helicoidal vanes 
and for tangential-entry swirl generators (13, 14). These, however, have 
been shown to be quite unrealistic (3, 12, 15) and to lead to consider-
able errors in computer simulations (4). Although the best approach for 
numerical simulations is to use experimentally measured profiles if they 
are available, idealized profiles are very useful in theoretical work. 
If more realistic profile assumptions can be developed which are still 
mathematically tractable, more useful analytical results may be derived. 
Better idealized profiles would also be useful as inlet boundary condi-
tions for computer modeling when measured data is not available. 
Measurements have shown (3) that linear and parabolic profiles of 
axial velocity are more appropriate for moderate and high swirl cases, 
and that the swirl velocity also approaches a parabolic profile at high 
swirl strengths, with most of the flow leaving near the outer boundary 
of the swirler. Several combinations of linear and parabolic idealized 
5 
profiles are shown in Figure 1, along with the flat and linear profile 
assumptions used in previous studies. Parameters associated with these 
profiles are investigated in Section 2o3. 
2o2 Definition of Swirl Parameters 
6 
The swirl number is a nondimensional parameter used to characterize 
the degree of swirl generated by a swirler. It is defined as follows 
(13}: Ge s =---
Gx(d/2) ( 1 ) 
where the axial flux of angular momentum Ge is given by 
2'1T d/2 ----
G = f de J [puw + pu'w'] r2 dr e o o (2) 
and the axial flux of axial momentum Gx is given by 
2'1T d/2 
G = I de J [pu2 + pu' 2 + (p - p ) ]r dr 
x 0 0 00 
(3) 
and d/2 is the swirler exit radius (4). These equations are obtained 
from appropriate manipulation of the axial and azimuthal momentum equa-
tions, respectively. In free jet flows these two expressions are 
invariant with respect to downstream location. In the axial momentum 
expression, the pressure term (p - p ) is given from radial integration 
00 
of the radial momentum equation (16) by 
(p - p ) = Jr [pw2 l] dr - pv 12 
oo d/2 r ( 4) 
If the pressure term is omitted from the axial momentum, the dynamic 
I 
axial momentum flux G is obtained: x 
I 2'JT d/2 
G = J de J [pu2 + pu' 2] r dr x 0 0 
(5) 
7 
This leads to an alternate definition of swirl number (17): 
, G8 s =---
G~(d/2) (6) 
If turbulent stress terms are neglected, it is apparent that a know-
ledge of the distribution of the time-mean u and w velocity components 
across the swirler is sufficient to calculate either swirl number. The 
idealized exit velocity profiles provide just such knowledge, and expres-
sions relating swirl number to the ratio of maximum exit swirl and axial 
velocities can now be derived for each of the profile types. As the 
procedure is similar for each of the five cases, a detailed derivation 
will be shown for the first case only, with only final results given 
for the other four. 
2.3 Swirl Numbers for Idealized Profiles 
By assuming axisymmetric flow and neglecting turbulent stresses 
as stated previously, the definitions in Equations (2) through (4) re-
duce to 
d/2 2 
G9 = 2~ l [puw]r dr (7) 
d/2 
G = 2~ f [pu2 + (p - p00)]r dr x 0 (8) 
and 
(9) 
When the expressions for axial and swirl velocity for case I (see Figure 
1) are substituted into Equation (7), one obtains 
Substitution of w(r) = w into Equation (9) and integrating produces 
0 





After substituting Equation (11) into Equation (8) and integrating, the 
expression becomes 
w 2 
G = npu2 (d/2) 2 [l - l (_Q.) J 
x 0 2 uo 
(12) 
Finally, putting Equations (10) and (12) into Equation (1) and defining 
the velocity ratio F = w0/u0 , the swirl number S can be expressed thus: 
The alternate swirl number S' follows from finding the dynamic axial 
flux of axial momentum: 
I 2 2 G = npu (d/2) x 0 
Using this in Equation (6) leads to the simple expression, 
S' = 2F/3 
By the same procedure, expressions for S and S' for the other four 
cases are found to be as follows: 
For case II with u(r) = u0 , w(r) = wmo (d/2), and defining Gas 







s I = G/2 ( 17) 
For case III with u(r) = umo (d/2), w(r) = wmo(d/2), and defining 
H as wm/um0 : 
and 
S = _4~Hl-...5,.--_ 
- H2;2 
( 18) 
S'= 4H/5 ( 19) 
For case IV with u(r) 
s = I 
l - 3I2/4 (20) 
and 
S' = I (21) 
r 2 r 2 
Finally, for case V with u(r) = umo (d/2) , w(r) = wmo (d;2) , 
and defining J as w 0 /u : m mo 
and 
s I : 4J/7 
Each of these expressions for S and S' may be inverted to yield 
the velocity ratio as a function of swirl number. A summary of the 
(22) 
(23) 
inverse relations follows: 
Case I -
Case II -
Case II I -
Case IV -
Case V -
F = -4/(3S} + [4/(3S)J2 + 8 
2 
F = 3S I /2 
G _ -2/(S) + [2/(S)]2 + 16 - 2 
G = 2S' 
H = -8/(5S) + [8/(5S)J2 + 8 
2 
H = 5S' /4 
I = -4/(3S) + [4/(35)]2 +16/3 
2 
I = S' 
J _ -6/(7S) + [6/(75)]2 + 6 
- 2 
J = 75 I /4 
10 
Numerical values from each of these expressions are given in Table I, 
and the same relationships are shown graphically in Fig. 2 for a range 
of commonly-encountered swirl numbers. 
11 
It is evident from the equations alone that the S' expressions are 
all simple linear relations. The parameters F through J will increase 
without bound as the swirl number is increased in each case. In con-
trast, the parameter variation with S shows asymptotic behavior; the 
exit velocity ratios all approach definite values as swirl number in-
creases. The asymptotic values are also given in Table I. 
Although the curves are generally similar in shape, some observa-
tions can be made. The curves for cases II and IV are the upper and 
lower extremes for both the Sand S' relations, with the curves for 
cases I, III, and V falling in between. This may be anticipated since 
the w profile is of higher order than the u profile for case I I (that 
is, linear versus constant) and the opposite is true for case IV 
(linear versus parabolic). In the other three cases the u and w pro-
files are of the same order. 
In appraising the usefulness of the idealized profiles, comparison 
may be made with the measured profiles given later in Chapter IV. As 
the swirl strength increases from Oto 70 deg., corresponding profiles 
of cases I to V appear roughly appropriate. The moderate swirl case 
(~= 45 deg.) gives the best match with its corresponding idealization 
(case III, linear axial and swirl profiles), by visual inspection alone. 
However, the presence of the hub and central recirculation zone prevent 
adequate representation by the idealized profiles, as demonstrated by 
the experimental results discussed in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER II I 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 
3.1 Combustor Flowfield Facility 
The installation on which all tests were perfonned is a low-speed 
wind tunnel designed and built at Oklahoma State University. It pro-
duces uniform flow of relatively low turbulence intensity, with contin-
uously adjustable flow rate. The facility consists of a filtered intake, 
an axial blower, a stilling chamber, a turbulence management section, 
and a contoured outlet nozzle. A schematic of the facility is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
The intake consists of a rounded entrance containing fixed inlet 
guide vanes, surrounded by a coarse-mesh screen box covered with foam 
rubber panels to filter the incoming ambient air. The blower is a six-
bladed propeller-type fan, driven by a 5 h.p. U.S. Varidrive motor which 
can be continuously varied from 1600 to 3100 rpm. 
Air from the blower is expanded into the stilling chamber and passes 
through several fine mesh screens to help remove the turbulence gener-
ated by the blower. The turbulence level is further reduced by passage 
through the turbulence management section. This section, a round duct 
of 76 cm diameter, contains a perforated aluminum plate (2 mm diameter 
holes) followed by a fine mesh screen, a section of packed straws 12.7 
cm long, and five more fine mesh screens. Most of the turbulence reduc-
tion occurs in this section, and any traces of fan-induced swirl are 
12 
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effectively removed by the straws. 
To reduce the duct diameter down to the 15 cm outlet diameter, a 
specially contoured nozzle is used. This was designed after the method 
of Morel (18) to minimize boundary layer growth and produce a uniform 
top-hat profile, with no separation or instabilities upstream, The 
nozzle is of molded fiberglass with a steel flange at the outlet for the 
attachment of various test articles. A 1 cm diameter hole a short dis-
tance upstream of the outlet allows for insertion of a standard pitot-
static probe to measure the dynamic pressure upstream of the swirler. 
This measurement, with a small correction for difference in flow area, 
is used to calculate the swirler inlet reference velocity, uin' 
3.2 Swirler 
The swirler used in this study is annular with hub and housing dia-
meters of 3.75 and 15.0 cm respectively, giving a hub-to-swirler dia-
meter ratio z of 0.25. The hub has a streamlined parabolic nose facing 
upstream and a blunt base (corner radius approximately 2 mm) facing down-
stream. It is supported by four thin rectangular-section struts or 
spider arms from the housing wall. The base of the hub protrudes approx-
imately 3 mm downstream of the swirler exit plane. Photographs are sche-
matics of the swirler are shown in Figures 3 through 5. 
The ten vanes or blades are attached to shafts which pass through 
the housing wall and allow individual adjustment of each blade's angle. 
The standard vanes are wedge-shaped for nearly-constant pitch-to-chord 
ratio cr of approximately 0.68, which according to two-dimensional cas-
cade data should give good flow-turning effectiveness. Sets of 
vanes with chord widths of 0.5 and 0.75 of the standard width may be 
14 
installed to study the effect of increased pitch-to-chord ratio on turn-
ing effectiveness, nonaxisymmetry, and radial secondary flow patterns. 
Vane planforms are shown in Figure 6. 
3.3 Five-Hole Pitot Probe and Instrumentation 
Velocity profile measurements were made using a five-hole pitot 
probe (Model DC-125-12-CD by United Sensor Division of United Electrical 
Controls Co.), one of the few instruments capable of measuring the mag-
nitude and direction of the local time-mean velocity vector simultan-
eously. Detailed explanations of five-hole pitot operating techniques 
and basic principles may be found in Reference 5. A schematic of the 
probe tip geometry showing the velocities and angles measured is given 
in Figure 7. 
The probe is mounted in a traversing mechanism (Model Cl000-12 from 
United Sensor) which in turn is mounted on a 30-cm diameter plexiglass 
tube which fits closely over the swirler exit flange. This tube com-
prises the test section for combustor flowfield modeling in related 
studies (1-10) and creates confined-jet conditions downstream of the 
swirler. The presence of the test section tube has negligible effect 
on the flow patterns observed at the swirler exit plane. 
The traversing mechanism allows the probe to be translated verti-
cally (on a radial 1ine outward from the test section axis) and rotated 
360 degrees about the probe's yaw axis. In addition to the motion per-
mitted by the traverse mechanism, the test section tube on which the 
traverse mechanism is mounted may be rotated about its axis with respect 
to the swirler, thereby allowing azimuthal traverses to be performed. 
Tubing from the probe's five pressure taps is routed through selec-
15 
tor valves so that pressure differences between any two of the probe 1s 
five holes may be measured by a differential pressure transducer (Type 
590 Barocel Pressure Sensor by Datametrics Inc.,+ 10 torr range). The 
resulting pressure difference values are then read directly from a digi-
tal voltmeter with selectable averaging time-constant (Model 1076 True 
RMS Voltmeter by TS!, Inc.). 
3.4 Calibration, Measurement, and 
Reduction Procedure 
Calibration of the five-hole probe is done using a small free jet 
which has a contoured nozzle similar to that of the flowfield facility. 
The probe tip is placed in the uniform parallel flow of the jet potential 
core and adjusted to zero yaw angle. The probe is then rotated about 
its pitch axis and values of (pN - Ps), (pc - Pw), and (pc - patm) pres-
sure differences are measured at different values of pitch angle 8. 
Velocity measurements with the five-hole probe are made after the 
probe has been carefully aligned with the facility and the pressure 
transducer properly zeroed. At each measurement location, the probe is 
aligned with the local flow direction in the horizontal plane by nulling 
the pressure difference (pE - Pw)· The value of yaw angle Sis then 
read from the rotary vernier on the traverse mechanism. Finally, values 
of the pressure differences (pN - p5), (pc - Pw), and (pc - Patm) are 
measured. 
The raw pressure data are reduced by a computer program to yield 
nondimensionalized values of the u, v, and w velocity components, as 
well as the static pressure at each location. The reduction program 
also performs numerical integration on the radial traverses to obtain 
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values of the axial and angular momentum fluxes, and from these calcu-
lates the swirl numbers Sand S'. Some details of the reduction proce-
dure are given in Appendix C, the description of changes made to the 
reduction code, while more general descriptions of the original code 
are found in references (19) and (20). A listing of the code with 
sample input and output is given in Appendix D. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Velocity profiles from both radial and azimuthal traverses for each 
of the flowfields investigated are now presented and discussed. 
Table II gives a summary of the operating conditions used during the 
studies. With nonswirling conditions, the low fan speed delivers rela-
tively high axial velocity and corresponding Reynolds number. At pro-
gressively higher swirl strength conditions, progressively higher fan 
speeds are used, but even so exit velocities and Reynolds numbers reduce 
because of increasing flow restriction of the swirler. However, based 
on a limited study elsewhere (4), it is expected that all flowfields 
are in the Reynolds number independent regime. 
The radial traverses consist of ten points from the centerline to 
the swirler exit radius, spaced 7.6 mm apart. Of these ten, only seven 
stations were actually measured since the hub blocked the inner three 
positions. The azimuthal traverses contain nine points spaced 6 degrees 
apart at a constant radial distance from the centerline. Azimuth angles 
e were taken from -24 to +24 degrees, with the e = 0 position in line 
with the shaft of one of the swirl vanes. A diagram showing the tra-
verse patterns on the face of the swirler is given in Figure 8. 
Unless otherwise stated all traverses are taken immediately after 
the swirler exit downstream face with no expansion blocks present. 
Nominally, this location is x/D = -0.109, where the positon x/D = 0.0 
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is the expansion station, separated from the swirler in practice (5~10) 
with one of the expansion blocks. Only for the data presented in Tables 
XV and XVI and Figures 21 and 22 is the expansion block affixed to the 
downstream face of the swirler and measurements then taken at .x/D = 0.0. 
4.1 Velocity Profiles From Radial Traverses 
Axial, radial and swirl velocity component data are tabulated in 
Tables III through VIII for radial traverses from the swirler centerline 
to the swirler exit radius. Data are presented for five values of swirl 
blade angle: zero (no swirler), zero (with swirler), 38, 45, 60, and 
70 deg. Corresponding velocity profile plots are shown in Figure g to 
14, with the profiles extending from the centerline to twice the exit 
radius (r/D = 0.5 where D is the test section diameter used in associated 
studies). All velocities shown are normalized with respect to the 
swirler inlet uniform axial velocity, deduced independently from the 
pitot-static measurement upstream of the swirler. The outer ten data 
points are zero in each profile because the presence of the solid boun-
dary of the swirler flange precluded measurements at these locations. 
The nonswirling case shown in Fig. 9 has a nearly-flat axial velo-
city profile, as expected for the plain nozzle opening without the 
swirler installed. There is no measurable swirl velocity, and the ra-
dial velocity is zero except for points very near the edge of the exit, 
where the flow begins to anticipate the abrupt expansion to twice the 
exit diameter. The second nonswirling case, see Figure 10, has the 
swirler installed with the blades set to ¢ = 0 deg. The traverse was 
made midway between two blades and away from any of the hub supporting 
struts. Here again the axial profile is quite flat, with just a slight 
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increase toward the hub. However, the velocity has increased by nearly 
25 percent, because of the decrease in flow area with swirler hub and 
vanes in place. In addition, the hub induces a negative radial velocity 
across the entire annulus, overriding the tendency to anticipate the ex-
pansion corner. The swirl velocity is, as expected, negligible. 
The 38-degree blade-angle case in Figure 11 shows remnants of the 
flat inlet profile over a small portion of the radius near the outside 
edge in both the axial and swirl profiles. The presence of the hub now 
constrains the three innermost points to zero, and the region between the 
hub and the flat portion in the axial and swirl profiles is approximately 
linear. The maximum axial velocity is 1.5 times the inlet axial velocity 
because the flow area is decreased by the hub and also because centri-
fugal effects have shifted the profile outward. The radial velocity has 
an irregular profile with a maximum value of one-half the inlet axial 
velocity. 
In the ¢ = 45 degree case of Figure 12 the flat segments are no 
longer present and both axial and swirl profiles vary from zero at the 
hub to a maximum at or near the rim of the swirler in an almost linear 
fashion. The similar shape and magnitude of the profiles indicates that 
the turning angle is fairly uniform and only slightly less than 45 de-
g.rees. The radial velocity is again irregular, but shows a step at r/D 
= 0.1 similar to that in the axial and swirl profiles; this is probably 
due to the central recirculation zone downstream beginning to slow down 
the flow upstream of it. 
Profiles ensuing from the case of¢ = 60 degrees, see Figure 13, 
all have a sharply peaked shape, with most of the flow leaving near the 
outer boundary. The radial component is considerably stronger, with a 
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peak value nearly twice that of the reference velocity upstream of the 
swirler. The step in the 45 degree axial profile has now developed into 
reverse flow, indicating that the central recirculation zone now extends 
upstream past the exit plane. The reverse flow is accompanied by reduced 
swirl velocity and very low values of radial velocity. The positive 
axial velocity adjacent to the hub may be the result of a slight clear-
ance between the blades and the hub, allowing air with greater axial 
momentum to pass through. 
Exit velocity profiles obtained for the strongest swirl case con-
sidered(~= 70 deg.) are shown in Figure 14. Almost all of the flow 
leaves the swirler at the outside edge. The maximum axial and swirl 
velocities are approximately 3 and 2.5 times the upstream reference 
values, respectively, and the velocity gradients across the profiles are 
quite large. The reverse flow in the center of the axial profile is 
stronger than in the 60-degree case and is now accompanied by negative 
or inward radial velocity. This suggests the possibility of a vortex 
ring structure occurring at the exit of the swirler under high-swirl 
conditions. The swirl velocity profile remains positive but shows a 
step corresponding to the outer boundary of the recirculation zone. 
4.2 Velocity Profiles from Azimuthal Traverses 
An indication of the azimuthal ore-variation of axial, radial, 
and swirl velocities is now given for the same vane angle settings used 
in the radial traverses. The measurements were taken at a constant 
radial position of r/D = 0.179, which in most cases illustrates ade-
quately the azimuthal flow variation. However, measurements at r/D = 
0.204 were necessary in the ~ = 70 degree case to get data more repre-
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sentative of the main region of the flow. In addition, azimuthal tra-
verse measurements were taken 0.109 D downstream (at x/D = 0.0, expansion 
corner with the 90-degree block installed) for ~ = 70 degrees to inves-
tigate further the upstream extent of the central recirculation zone. 
Radial profiles at this location for all degrees of swirl are already 
available (3). 
Measurements in each case span an angle of 48 degrees, somewhat more 
than the 36 degrees between successive blades. Data are tabulated in 
numerical form in Tables IX through XVI, and corresponding velocity pro-
files are given in Figures 15 through 22. 
The variations in all normalized velocity components u, v, and w 
occur in approximately 36-degree cycles, coinciding with the blade 
spacingo The profiles all show significant variation with azimuthal 
position, except for those in or near recirculation zones where the w 
velocity component is dominant. These variations can be attributed to 
several causes, among them being blade stall from using flat blades at 
high angles of attack and wakes from blunt trailing edges. 
Figure 15 shows the azimuthal profile with the swirler installed, 
but with the vanes set to zero angle. The e = 0 degree position is di-
rectly downstream of one of the swirl vanes, approximately 3 mm from 
the trailing edge at the r/d = 0.179 position. The velocity defect in 
the wake of the blade is clearly seen in the axial velocity profile, al-
though the precise accuracy of these measurements is uncertain because 
of the velocity gradients across the width of the probe. The decreased 
u-velocity at the left side of the profile is caused by the presence of 
an upstream strut supporting the hub, located at e = +24 degrees. The 
radial velocity is unifonnly negative indicating inflow over most of 
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the range, which agrees well with the results of the radial traverse 
shown earlier in Figure 10. The radial velocity is positive only in the 
blade wake region. The swirl velocity, as expected, is effectively zero. 
Figure 16 presents the results of an azimuthal traverse for the ¢ 
= 38 degrees low-swirl case. The measurement position at r/D = 0.179 is 
in the middle of the flat portion of the radial profile, as may be de-
duced from observation of Figure 3. The 36-degree cyclic variation from 
one blade to the next is apparent in each of the profiles. The u and w 
profiles have a flat portion, apparently between blade wakes, with an 
average yaw angle of about 39 degrees. This confirms the assumption 
that the blade pitch/chord ratio of 0.68is sufficient to adequately turn 
the flow. In fact, over the rest of the profile, the turning angle is 
even higher than the blade angle ¢. The radial velocity shows no flat 
region and varies the most of the three components. It is also quite 
large even at this low degree of swirl. 
In the case of ¢ = 45 degrees, Figure 17 illustrates that the 36-
degree cycle is not as clear, but nevertheless significant variation 
exists in all profiles. The radial component is nearly as large as the 
axial and swirl components in some places, and again exhibits the great-
est variation with azimuthal position. 
For the 60-degree swirl case of Figure 18 variations with azimuthal 
position are again evident in all profiles. The variation is less than 
in the cases seen heretofore, 1 possibly because the ma.in fl ow has shifted 
further outward under centrifugal effects and the measurement position 
is in a region of reduced velocity. 
This effect is even more notable in the ¢ = 70 degrees profiles 
portrayed in Figure 19. The measurement position is now no longer in 
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the main exiting flow, but on the edge of the central recirculation 
zone. The axial velocity here is effectively zero, although consider-
able swirl and radial velocities are present. The radial velocity, it 
should be noted, is negative or inward towards the centerline. Azimu-
thal variations are fairly small here, which is to be expected since 
the flow is mainly in the azimuthal direction. To get a more represen-
tative sample of the exiting flow from the swirler with blades at 70 
degrees a traverse was made at the next outward radial station at r/O 
= 0.204. When the velocity profiles shown in Figure 20 are compared 
with those in the previous figure, the effects of extreme velocity gra-
dients in the radial direction may be perceived. The accuracy of the 
radial velocity and pitch angle measurements may be suspect in the pre-
sence of high radial velocity gradients, but the major features of the 
flow can still be assessed. In a radial distance of only 7.6 mm, the 
axial velocity jumps from zero to over 12 m/s. In addition, the swirl 
velocity increases over 50 percent and the radial velocity changes sign. 
The 36-degree cyclic variation with blade spacing is again present in 
a 11 profi 1 es. 
To investigate further the complexities of the flow with swirl vane 
angle <P = 70 degrees, azimuthal traverses were also made 3.25 cm down-
stream of the location of measurements just discussed. Both radial 
locations, r/D = 0.179 and 0.204, were investigated at x/D = 0.0. This 
is the axial location of the expansion station in practice, (1,3,5, 
7-9) and the 90 degree expansion block was affixed to the downstream 
face of the swirler for these measurements. The profiles appear in 
Figures 21 and 22; they may be compared with corresponding profiles 
from further upstream in Figures 19 and 20, respectively. It appears 
from both sets of profiles that the recirculation zone has narrowed 
somewhat with the additional length before the expansion corner. At 
the inner radial position (r/D = 0.179} of Figure 21, the axial velo-
city is no longer zero. It is now positive, indicating that the main 
exit flow has moved slightly further inward. The azimuthal variation 
is still quite small, however, suggesting that the damping influence 
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of the recirculation zone is still in effect. At the outer radial posi-
tion (r/D = 0.204) of Figure 22 the axial and radial velocities are 
larger than at the upstream position, also implying that the outer high-
velocity zone has moved further inward. The azimuthal variation is 
again similar to that of the exit-plane position at the same radius. 
4.3 Calibration Sensitivity Verification 
Since minor variations occur from one probe calibration to the 
next, it was decided to check the sensitivity of the data reduction 
procedure to these variations. The case of swirl vane angle ~ = 70 
degrees was used, at x/D = -0.109 and r/D = 0.179. The most recent 
calibration provided the baseline values of the pitch and velocity 
coefficients, ( 5, 7) which were then varied by increasing the magnitude 
of each value by ten percent. Three cases were tried: increased pitch 
coefficient with baseline velocity coefficient, increased velocity co-
efficient with baseline pitch coefficient, and increased values of 
both coefficients. The percent difference in the output values of the 
velocity components is shown in Tables XVII through XIX for each of 
these three cases respectively. 
Referring to Table XVII, changing the pitch coefficient value is 
seen to affect the radial component the most, as expected. The change 
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in output stays below ten percent for all but three of the output values. 
For the case of increased velocity coefficient only, Table XVIII shows 
a quite uniform increase of less than five percent over all the values. 
This indicates a relatively predictable, low sensitivity response to 
changes in the calibration velocity coefficient. 
The final case, shown in Table XIX, indicates that increases in 
both coefficients tend to cancel each other for the radial velocity mea-
surement, which was the most sensitive to pitch coefficient variation. 
The axial and swirl components increase somewhat, but all variations 
remain well below ten percent. This relative insensitivity to calibra-
tion errors is satisfying but it should be noted if the coefficient 
changes are of opposite sign in the combined case, errors of greater 
than ten percent in the radial velocity measurements would probably 
ensue. 
4.4 Swirl Strength Comparison 
For comparison with the results of the idealized profile deriva-
tions, swirl numbers S and S' were calculated from experimental data 
using Equations (1) and (6) with the turbulent stress terms omitted. 
Measured velocities and pressures from the radial traverses described 
in Section 4.1 were used, with appropriate numerical integration per-
formed by the computer data reduction program described in Appendixes 
C and D. Since actual wall static pressure measurements were unavail-
able, the reference pressure P00 was taken as the static pressure mea-
surement at r/D = 0.230, the point nearest the outer edge of the 
swirler. The results are given in Table XX, showing the asymptotic 
behavior of the flat swirl vanes in producing strong swirl. Also shown 
in Table XX is the ratio wm0/umo for each vane angle, taken from the 
measured radial traverse data. These ratios were used to compare the 
actual profiles with the idealized ones. 
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Two comparisons were made to investigate the usefulness of the 
idealized profiles. In the first, swirl numbers from the measured pro-
files were compared with those predicted by the Case I idealization. 
This was done by making the standard assumption that an 11 ideal 11 flat-
blade swirler {with an infinite number of infinitely thin blades) 
operating on a plug flow would produce flat exit profiles as shown in 
Figure l, part {a). The flow turning angle would be everywhere equal 
to the vane angle ¢, and the ratio w0/u0 = F would be equal to tan ¢. 
Corresponding S ands• values for each vane angle are then found using 
Equations {13) and {15) or Figure 2 with F = tan ¢. The results for 
the four swirl vane angles used are shown in the left half of Table XXI. 
It is immediately apparent that the negative S values for ¢ = 60 and 
70 degrees are based on values of F greater than the asymptotic value, 
and are physically unrealistic. The S values for ¢ = 38 and 45 degrees 
are considerably higher than the measured values, while the s• values 
start close to the measured ones but diverge rapidly at high vane 
angles. This confirms the unsuitability of the Case I idealization 
for modeling flat-bladed swirler performance. 
The other comparison was done using the 11 most appropriate" idea-
lized case, as judged by visual comparison of the profile shapes. The 
measured value of the ratio of maximum profile velocities from Table XX 
was used instead the tan ¢ assumption, which has no theoretical basis 
for Cases II-V. Most appropriate cases were determined to be Case I for 
¢ = 38, Case III for ¢ = 45, and Case V for ¢ = 60 and 70 degrees. S 
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and S' values were then determined using Equations (13) and (15), (18) 
and (19), and (22) and (23). Results are shown in the right-hand side 
of Table XXI. Again we see considerable discrepancies between the actual 
and idealized values for both Sand S'. Although use of Cases III and 
V gives a much better match for the higher swirl vane angles, the newer 
idealized profiles are still inappropriate for modeling actual swirler 
output. The disparities may be attributed to the presence of the central 
hub, the upstream extent of the central recirculation zone, and flat 
swirl-vane ineffectiveness at high angles of attack, with associated 
wakes and nonaxisy1T111etries. 
CHAPTER V 
CLOSURE 
5.1 Summary and Conclusions 
This study has investigated the performance characteristics of an 
axial vane-type swirler, used in combustor flowfield measurements and 
turbulence modeling research. A theoretical analysis of swirl numbers 
associated with several idealized exit velocity profiles is included, 
and values of the ratio of maximum swirl velocity to maximum axial ve-
locity at different swirl numbers are tabulated for each case. Measure-
ments of actual swirler exit velocity profiles were made for swirl vane 
angles ¢ = 0, 38, 45, 60, and 70 degrees using a five-hole pitot probe 
technique. The values of normalized velocity components are tabulated 
and plotted as part of the data base for the evaluation of flowfield 
prediction codes and turbulence models. 
Assumptions of flat axial and swirl profiles with radial velocity 
equal to zero were found to be progressively less realistic as the 
swirler blade angle increases. At low swirl strengths (¢ = 38), por-
tions of the u and w profiles remain flat while the v-cornponent is al-
ready significant. At moderate swirl ¢ = 45 degrees, approximately 
linear profiles of u and w with radius are found, with strong v velo-
city. At stronger swirl ¢ = 60 degrees, even more spiked profiles are 
seen with most of the flow leaving the swirler near its outer edge, 
and some reverse flow near the hub. At strong swirl ¢ = 70 degrees, 
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the profiles are extremely spiked with flow reversal. The central re-
circulation zone extends upstream of the exit plane, almost to the 
swirler blades in high-swirl caseso Because of this recirculation and 
the presence of the hub, none of the idealizations considered could 
model actual swirl cases adequately. 
The flow-turning effectiveness of the fl at b 1 a des was generally 
adequate for all vane angles tested. However, the large variations of 
flow angles and velocities with radius made meaningful comparisons with 
two-dimensional cascade data impossible. Nonaxisymmetry was found in 
all swirl cases investigated. 
5.2 Recommendations for Further Work 
Other aspects of swirler performance not covered by this project 
include pressure drop across the swirler and the effici_ency of swirl 
generation. It is recommended that these be investigated for the pre-
sent swirler to allow comparison with values quoted by other swirl 
researchers. 
Development of idealized profiles accounting for annular flow 
and recirculation is another area in which further work is recommended. 
This should include relating the ratios at maximum profile velocities 
to effective vane angles to allow prediction of swirler output for a 
given vane angle setting. 
Finally, it is suggested that an uncertainty analysis be done on 
the five-hole pitot technique to estimate the effects of turbulence 
intensity and velocity gradients on the accuracy of measurement re-
sults. 
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RATIOS OF MAXIMUM SWIRL AND AXIAL VELOCITIES F-J 
OF IDEALIZED PROFILE CASES I - V, FOR COMMON 
VALUES OF SWIRL NUMBERS S AND S' 
s F S' F 
0.10 0.148 0.10 0.150 
0.25 0.352 0.25 0.375 
0.50 0.610 0.50 0.750 
0.75 0.782 0.75 1.125 
1.00 0.897 1.00 1.500 
1.50 1.038 1.50 2.250 
2.00 1.120 2.00 3.000 
00 1.414 00 00 
(a) Case I - Flat axial and swirl profi 1 es, 
F = w /u 
0 0 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
s G S' G 
0.10 0.198 0.10 0.200 
0.25 0.472 0.25 0.500 
0.50 0.828 0.50 1.000 
0.75 1.070 0.75 1.500 
1.00 2.236 1. 00 2.000 
1. 50 1.442 1.50 3.000 
2.00 1.562 2.00 4.000 
00 2.000 00 00 
(b) Case II - Flat axial and linear swirl profiles, 
G = w /u o mo 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
s H s• H 
0.10 0.124 0.10 0.125 
0.25 0.299 0.25 0.313 
0.50 0.535 0.50 0.625 
0.75 0.705 0.75 0.938 
1.00 0.825 1.00 1.250 
1. 50 0.978 1.50 1.875 
2.00 1.070 2.00 2.500 
00 1.414 00 00 
(c) Case III - Linear axial and swirl profiles, 
H = w /u mo mo 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
s I s• I 
0.10 0.099 0.10 0.100 
0.25 0.239 0.25 0.250 
0.50 0.431 0.50 0.50 
0.75 0.568 0.75 0.750 
1.00 0.667 1.00 1.000 
1. 50 0.793 1. 50 1.500 
2.00 0.869 2.00 2.000 
00 1.155 00 00 
(d) Case IV - Parabolic axial and linear swirl 
profiles, I = w /u mo mo 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
s J S' J 
0.10 0.172 0.10 0.175 
0.25 0.393 0.25 0.438 
0.50 0.638 0.50 0.875 
0.75 0.780 0.75 1.313 
1.00 0.869 1.00 1. 750 
1. 50 0.972 1.50 2.625 
2.00 1.029 2.00 3.500 
00 1. 225 00 00 
(e) Case V - Parabolic axial and swirl profiles, 
J = w /u mo mo 
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TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF OPERATING CONDITIONS 






* Abbreviations used are: 
¢ Swirl vane angle 













u. Spatial-mean swirler exit axial velocity, deduced from 
in 
independent upstream measurement, excluding presence of 
the hub and swirler 






8 0. 179 
7 0. 153 
6 0. 128 





TABLE II I 
NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH 
ANGLE, AND STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE {P-Poo) 
FROM RADIAL TRAVERSE, ~ = 0 DEG. 
(NO SWIRLER) 
U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
1.025 0.058 -0.000 360.0 3.3 
1 .011 0.038 -0.000 360.0 2. 1 
1.001 0.020 -0.000 360.0 1 . 1 
0.997 0.010 -0.000 360.0 0.6 
0.996 0.008 -0.000 360.0 0.4 
0.997 0.006 -0.000 360.0 0.3 
0.997 0.011 -0.000 360.0 0. 7 
0.996 0.017 -0.000 360.0 1.0 
0.995 0.021 -0.000 360.0 1. 2 
0.995 0.022 -0.000 360.0 1. 3 
P-PREF 
0.00 












NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (p-poo) FROM RADIAL TRAVERSE, 
cp = 0 DEG. (SWIRLER INSTALLED) 
J R/D U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
10 0.230 1. 219 -0.019 0.000 0.0 -0.9 
9 0.204 1. 204 -0.046 -0.006 -0.3 -2.2 
8 0. 179 1. 210 -0.063 0.000 o.o -3.0 
7 0. 153 1. 209 -0.073 -0.002 -0. 1 -3.4 
6 o. 128 1.203 -0.091 -0.004 -0.2 -4.3 
5 0. 102 1. 214 -0.092 0.002 0. 1 -4.3 
4 0.077 1 .220 -0. 102 0.011 0.5 -4.8 
3 0.051 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 
2 0.026 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 















NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (P-Poo) FROM RADIAL TRAVERSE, 
cf> =: 38 DEG. 
J R/D U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA P-PREF 
10 0.230 1. 018 0.176 0.751 36.4 7.9 0.00 
9 0.204 1 .435 0.364 1. 145 38.6 11 . 2 1. 78 
8 0. 179 1. 417 0.385 1. 139 38.8 11. 9 9.09 
7 0. 153 1 .454 0.486 1 . 112 37.4 14. 9 -11.31 
6 0. 128 1.080 0.352 0.843 38.0 14.4 -17. 49 
5 0.102 0.817 0.250 0.483 30.6 14.8 -18.95 
4 0.077 o. 187 0.231 0.251 53.4 36.5 -16.45 
3 0.051 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.00 
2 0.026 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.00 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.00 
..p. __, 
TABLE VI 
NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (p-poo) FROM RADIAL TRAVERSE, 
cp = 45 DEG. 
J R/D U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
10 0.230 1.706 0.584 1.494 41. 2 14.4 
9 0.204 1.662 0.522 1. 539 42.8 13.0 
8 0. 179 1. 540 0.541 1. 396 42.2 14.6 
7 0. 153 1.089 0.528 0.914 40.0 20.4 
6 o. 128 0.672 0.549 0.632 43.2 30.8 
5 0. 102 0.356 0.343 0.553 57.2 27.5 
4 0.077 0.351 0.332 o. 196 29.2 39.5 
3 0.051 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 
2 0.026 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 















NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (p-poo) FROM RADIAL TRAVERSE, 
¢ = 60 DEG. 
J R/D U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
10 0. 230 2.421 1.698 2.273 43.2 27. 1 
9 0.204 1. 802 1.420 1. 358 37.0 32.2 
8 o. 179 1. 312 1.070 0.982 36.8 33. 1 
7 0. 153 0.562 0.450 0.833 56.0 24. 1 
6 0. 128 -0.087 0.059 0.504 99.8 6.5 
5 0. 102 -0.059 0.096 0.420 98.0 12.7 
4 0.071 0.546 0.068 0.527 44.0 5. 1 
3 0.051 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 
2 0.026 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 














TABLE VII I 
NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (p-poo) FROM RADIAL TRAVERSE, 
cp = 70 DEG. 
J R/D U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
10 0.230 3.005 1 .647 2.668 41.6 22.3 
9 0.204 1. 817 0.800 1.514 39.8 18.7 
8 0. 179 0.176 0.034 1.001 80.0 1. 9 
7 0. 153 -0.512 -0. 131 0.987 117.4 -6.7 
6 0.128 -0.475 -0. 145 0.721 123.4 -9.5 
5 0. 102 -o. 158 -0.068 0.424 110. 4 -8.5 
4 0.077 0.731 0.473 o. 706 44.0 25.0 
3 0.051 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 
2 0.026 o.boo 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 















NORMAL! ZED VELOC ITV COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (p-poo) FROM AZIMUTHAL 
TRAVERSE,~= 0 DEG. AT r/D = 0.179 
(SWIRLER INSTALLED) 
K THETA (DEG.) U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
-24.0 1. 196 -0.066 -0.013 -0.6 -3.2 
2 -18.0 1. 196 -0.066 0.000 0.0 -3. 1 
3 -12.0 1.197 -0.065 0.013 0.6 -3. 1 
4 -6.0 1.199 -0.047 0.040 1. 9 -2.2 
5 0.0 0.278 0.201 0.002 0.5 35.9 
6 6.0 1. 201 -0.049 -0.042 -2.0 -2.4 
7 12.0 1. 201 -0.060 -0.010 -0.5 -2.9 
8 18.0 1. 174 -0.059 0.012 0.6 -2.9 














NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (p-poo) FROM AZIMUTHAL 
TRAVERSE,¢= 38 DEG. AT r/D = 0.179 
K THETA (DEG.) U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
-24.0 1. 342 0.637 1. 187 41. 5 19.6 
2 -18.0 1.236 0.453 1 .067 40.8 15.5 
3 -12.0 1.153 0. 171 0.971 40. 1 6.5 
4 -6.0 1.488 0. 184 1.192 38.7 5.5 
5 0.0 1.486 0.307 1. 186 38.6 9.2 
6 6.0 1.458 0.419 1. 189 39.2 12.6 
7 12 .0 1.408 0.536 1.228 41.1 16.0 
8 18.0 1.288 0.523 1. 100 40.5 17.2 














NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE ( P-Poo) FROM AZIMUTHAL 
TRAVERSE,¢= 45 DEG. AT r/D = 0.179 
K THETA (DEG.) U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
-24.0 1. 770 0.864 1. 495 40.2 20.5 
2 -18.0 1.683 1. 175 1. 443 40.6 27.9 
3 -12.0 1.602 1. 137 1. 344 40.0 28.5 
4 -6.0 1.473 0.530 1. 402 43.6 14.6 
5 0.0 1. 658 0.416 1.579 43.6 10.3 
6 6.0 1.759 0.594 1. 617 42.6 14.0 
7 12 .0 1. 721 0.828 1. 616 43.2 19.3 
8 18.0 1. 582 1.132 1. 527 44.0 27.2 














NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (P-Poo) FROM AZIMUTHAL 
TRAVERSE,~= 60 DEG. AT r/D = 0.179 
K THETA (DEG.) U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
-24.0 1. 144 0.296 1. 210 46.6 10. 1 
2 -18.0 1 . 112 0.406 1. 257 48.5 13.6 
3 -12.0 1.067 0.529 1.185 48.0 18.3 
4 -6.0 1. 107 0.596 1 .062 43.8 21 . 2 
5 0.0 1. 266 0.474 1 .062 40.0 16.0 
6 6.0 1. 351 0.324 1. 216 42.0 10. I 
7 12.0 1. 255 0.266 1. 272 45.4 8.5 
8 18.0 1 .011 0.226 1. 123 48.0 8.5 














NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (p-poo) FROM AZIMUTHAL 
TRAVERSE, ~ = 70 DEG. AT r/D = 0.179 
K THETA (DEG.) U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
-24.0 0.034 -0.564 0.940 87.9 -30.9 
2 -18.0 0.011 -0.501 1.013 89.4 -26.3 
3 -12.0 -0.028 -0.445 1.004 91.6 -23.9 
4 -6.0 -0.017 -0.454 0.904 91. 1 -26.7 
5 0.0 -0.022 -0.507 0. 785 91. 6 -32.9 
6 6.0 -0.024 -0.566 0.697 92.0 -39.0 
7 12 .o -0.049 -0.580 0.779 93.6 -36.6 
8 18.0 -0.042 -0.575 0.849 92.e -34.1 














NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (P-Poo) FROM AZIMUTHAL 
TRAVERSE, ¢ = 70 DEG. AT r/D = 0.204 
K THETA (DEG.) U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
-24.0 2. 184 0. 187 1 .866 40.5 3.7 
2 -18.0 2.087 0. 133 1. 840 41. 4 2.7 
3 -12.0 1. 859 0. 174 1. 645 41. 5 4.0 
4 -6.0 1. 512 0.244 1. 343 41. 6 6.9 
5 0.0 1. 480 0.337 1. 251 40. 2 9.9 
6 6.0 1. 883 0.368 1. 542 '39.3 8.6 
7 12.0 2. 125 0.205 1.783 40.0 4.2 
8 18.0 2. 127 0. 126 1. 849 41.0 2.6 















NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (P-Poo) FROM AZIMUTHAL 
TRAVERSE, ~ = 70 DEG. AT r/D = 0.179 MEASURED 
0.109 D DOWNSTREAM OF SWIRLER EXIT 
K THETA (DEG.) U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
-24.0 0.350 -0.691 1 .041 71. 4 -32.2 
2 -18.0 0.503 -0.613 1.246 68.0 -24.5 
3 -12 .0 0.592 -0.523 1. 401 67. 1 -19.0 
4 -6.0 0.613 -0.479 1.473 67.4 -16.7 
5 0.0 0.595 -0.493 1.473 68.0 -17.2 
6 6.0 0.604 -0.441 1.495 68.0 -15.3 
7 12.0 0.621 -0.375 1. 544 68. 1 -12.7 
8 18.0 0.565 -0.350 1.526 69.7 -12.2 













NORMALIZED VELOCITY COMPONENTS, YAW ANGLE, PITCH ANGLE, AND 
STATIC PRESSURE DIFFERENCE (P-Poo) FROM AZIMUTHAL 
TRAVERSE, ¢ = 70 DEG. AT r/D = 0.204 MEASURED 
0.109 D DOWNSTREAM OF SWIRLER EXIT 
K THETA (DEG. ) U/UIN V/UIN W/UIN BETA DELTA 
-24.0 2.023 -o. 129 2.608 52.2 -2.2 
2 -18.0 2. 155 -0.042 2.798 52.4 -0.7 
3 -12.0 2.007 -0.055 2.588 52.2 -1.0 
4 -6.0 1 .805 -0.089 2.270 51. 5 -1. 8 
5 0.0 1. 913 -0.059 2.271 49.9 -1. 1 
6 6.0 2.265 -0.011 2.643 49.4 -0.2 
7 12.0 2.307 0.046 2.789 50.4 0.7 
8 18 .0 2. 105 0.064 2.627 51. 3 1. 1 














CALIBRATION SENSITIVITY COMPARISON, ACTUAL VS. 10% HIGHER 
PITCH COEFFICIENT ONLY 
Percent Difference 
K e (deg.) 
1 -24.0 1. 91 -8.22 1. 91 
2 -18.0 0.80 -10. 23 0.80 
3 -12.0 0.27 -11. 43 0.27 
4 -6.0 0.92 -10.01 0.92 
5 0.0 2.15 -7. 89 2.15 
6 6.0 1.87 -7.27 2.87 
7 12.0 2.55 -7. 51 2.55 
8 18.0 2.29 -7.73 2.29 
9 24.0 1. 93 -8.17 1. 93 
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TABLE XVIII 
CALIBRATION SENSITIVITY COMPARISON, ACTUAL VS. 10% HIGHER 
VELOCITY COEFFICIENT ONLY 
Percent Difference 
K e (deg.) 
1 -24.0 4.86 4.86 4.86 
2 -18.0 4.88 4.88 4.88 
3 -12.0 4.88 4.88 4.88 
4 -6.0 4.88 4.88 4.88 
5 0.0 4.86 4.86 4.86 
6 6.0 4.88 4.88 4.88 
7 12.0 4.87 4.87 4.87 
8 18.0 4.87 4.87 4.87 
9 24.0 4.86 4.86 4.86 
54 
TABLE XIX 
CALIBRATION SENSITIVITY COMPARISON, ACTUAL VS. 10% HIGHER, 
BOTH PITCH AND VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS 
Percent Difference 
K e (deg.) 
1 -24.0 6.87 -3.75 6.87 
2 -18.0 5. 72 -5.85 5. 72 
3 -12.0 5.15 -7 .12 5.15 
4 -6.0 5.84 -5.62 5.84 
5 0.0 7.12 -3.41 7.12 
6 6.0 7.88 -2.75 7.88 
7 12.0 7.54 -3.01 7.54 
8 18.0 7.27 -3.25 7.27 





























THEORETICAL SWIRL NUMBERS 





Case I Most Appropriate Case 
S' Case s s• 
0.521 I 0.786 0.534 
0.667 III 1.137 0.584 
1.155 v 1.291 0.625 










0 uo 0 WO 
(a) Case I - Flat Axial and Swirl Profiles 
d/2 d/2 
u=u wmo (df2) 
0 
0 0 
0 uo 0 wmo 
(b) Case II - Flat Axial and Linear Swirl Profiles 
d/2 d/2 
(df2) wmo (df2) 
0 0 
0 umo 0 wmo 
(c) Case III - Linear Axial and Swirl Profiles 





w="1mo ( df 2) 
0 0 
0 umo 0 wmo 
(d) Case IV - Parabolic Axial and Linear Swirl Profiles 
d/2 d/2 
2 2 
u=umo (df2) v1=w (df2) mo 
0 0 
0 umo 0 VJ mo 
(e) Case V - Parabolic Axial and Swirl Profiles 
Figure 1 (continued) 
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Variation of Velocity Ratios F 
Through J (Cases I Through V, 
respectively) with s and s• 
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Figure 3. Photograph of Swirler - Upstream End 
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Normalized Velocity Profiles From Radial 















0 1 2 3 
Figure 10. Normalized Velocity Profiles From Radial 











0 1 2 3 
Figure 11. Normalized Velocity Profiles From Radial 
Traverse, ¢ = 38 deg. 
69 
Figure 12. Normalized Velocity Profiles From Radial 
Traverse, ¢ = 45 deg. 
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0 1 2 3 
Figure 13. Normalized Velocity Profiles From Radial 

















0 1 2 3 
Figure 14. Normalized Velocity Profiles From Radial 
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Figure 15. Normalized Velocity Profiles 
From Azimuthal Traverse, ¢ 












Figure 16. Normalized Velocity Profiles 
From Azimuthal Traverse, ¢ 
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Figure 170 Normalized Velocity Profiles 
From Azimuthal Traverse, ¢ 
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Figure 18. Normalized Velocity Profiles 
From Azimuthal Traverse, ¢ 












Figure 19. Normalized Velocity Profiles 
From Azimuthal Traverse, ¢ 
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Figure 20. Nonnalized Velocity Profiles 
From Azimuthal Traverse, ¢ 
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Figure 21. Normalized Velocity Profiles 
From Azimuthal Traverse, $ 
= 70 deg. at r/D = 0.179 
Measured 0.109 D Down-













Figure 22. Normalized Velocity Profiles 
From Azimuthal Traverse, ¢ 
= 70 deg. at r/D = Oo204 
Measured 0.109 D Down-
stream of Swirler Exit 
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APPENDIX C 
DESCRIPTION OF REVISIONS TO COMPUTER PROGRAM 




The data reduction program used for this project is a modification 
of a program written by Rhode (19) and described in some detail by Yoon 
(20). A brief overview of the entire program will be given, followed 
by a more detailed description of the major changes. 
1. Program Overview 
The reduction program consists of a main program, two function 
subprograms, and five subroutines. The main program first calls sub-
routine INIT to initialize all array variables to zero, then reads in 
calibration data, control parameters, and the data to be reduced. The 
actual data reduction is done by repeated calls to the function SPLINE, 
which uses a cubic spline interpolation method to find pitch angle, 
velocity, and static pressure at each point from the calibration data. 
The function H and subroutines ABUILD and GAUSS are called from SPLINE 
as part of this process. 
Next a set of auxiliary calculations are performed. These include 
nondimensionalizing the output values, calculating momentum fluxes and 
swirl numbers for radial traverses, and computing averages of the out-
put quantities over successive one-blade cycles for azimuthal traverses. 
Finally, the primary output values are written into an unformatted 
output data set for disk storage, and all output variables are printed 
out in standard format using the subroutines WRITE and PRINT. 
Changes were made to two sections of Rhode's original program: 
the main program and subroutine INIT. For brevity, only the changes 
to these sections will be considered in detail here. For information 
on the structure and function of the unmodified parts of the program, 
see Reference 20. 
2. Additions and Modifications 
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The code's new capabilities include calculation of static pressure 
at each location and reduction of either radial or azimuthal traverse 
data. For radial traverses, the code calculates axial flux of axial 
momentum (with and without static pressure contribution) and swirl 
numbers Sand S'a For azimuthal traverses, it calculates averages of 
the output values u, v, w, and p - p00 • In addition, substantial changes 
have been made in the way data is labeled, read in, and stored, in an 
effort to reduce storage requirements and make the code easier to use 
and understand. 
Static Pressure Calculation 
The static pressure is found using a method based on one described 
by Bryer and Pankhurst (21). The method uses the fact that the absolute 
pressure at any of the five holes in the probe tip can be expressed as 
p. = p t + K.q 
1 s 1 
where pst is the local static pressure, K is an empirical coefficient 
which is a function of pitch angle o, q is the local dynamic pressure 
2 
~pV , and the subscript i stands for any of the ports N, S, E, W, or c. 
Rearranging this and subtracting atmospheric pressure from both sides, 
we obtain for the central pressure port 
84 
( c. 1) 
We now introduce the velocity coefficient, 
which is already. used in the code to determine total velocity magnitude. 
In accordance with standard practice, it is assumed that the velocity 
coefficients under calibration and measurement conditions are identical 
at a given pitch a~gle o1, regardless of differences in fluid velocity. 
That is, vc01 ,cal = VC01 ,meas or 
This rearranges to 
q 
q = . cal {p P ) 
meas (pc - Pw)01 ,cal • c - w o1,meas (C.2) 
Now, from Equation (C.1), taken at o1 under calibration conditions: 
Kc o1 ,cal 
_f ?c - Pst J 
l q . a, ,cal 
(pc - Patm)o 1,cal , 
=-------
since the static pressure equals atmospheric pressure in the free jet 
used for calibrationo Substituting this and Equation (C.2) into 
Equation (C.l), we get 
1 
<Pc - Pwlo1,measJ 
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The calibration dynamic pressure cancels, and the remaining calibration 
pressures may be combined to form a dimensionless static pressure coef-
ficient, 
(pc - Patm) 
SPC = --.-----
(pC - Pw) 
which is determined as a function of o from calibration data. This leads 
to the final expression for the gage static pressure at a location where 
the pitch angle is a1: 
This last expression is used directly in the code. The value of SPC is 
found by the same third-order spline interpolation technique used to 
find the pitch and velocity coefficients at each measurement location. 
(See lines 2690-2720 and line 3070 in the listing in Appendix D.) 
Radial and Azimuthal Capability 
The reduction of both radial and azimuthal traverses was implement-
ed by the addition of an integer flag in the input data to indicate 
which type of traverse is to be reduced. This flag, the variable 
KRADTR, is given a value of 1 for radial traverses and 0 for azimuthal 
ones. Since this value is read in only once for the entire run, all 
traverses to be reduced in a single run must be of the same type -
either all radial or all azimuthal. 
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Data for both traverse types is treated identically through 
Chapter I of the code, with the azimuth angles read in as values of 
radius, RINCHS. The major differences occur in Chapter II where the 
auxiliary calculations are performed. Depending on the value of 
KRADTR, radius values are nondimensionalized by the test section dia-
meter or reset so that azimuth values remain in degrees. Next, the 
value of KRADTR is used to control branching to program segments which 
perform calculations unique to each traverse type, which are described 
in the next two sections. The last application of KRADTR is in Chapter 
III, Output. Here again, it controls branching to ensure that only 
those output values appropriate to the traverse type being reduced are 
printed out. 
Radial Traverse Calculations 
When reducing data from radial traverses, the code automatically 
performs a simple numerical integration procedure to find approximate 
values of mass flow rate and the momentum fluxes G8, Gx, and Gx'· 
These values are then used to calculate the swirl nunt>ers S and s• as 
defined in Chapter II. 
The integration procedure is effectively the same as that used by 
Rhode in his original reduction code, as well as in the STARPIC predic-
tion code (22). However, the integration has been rewritten to cal-
culate terms for the ring elements in a more straight-forward manner, 
and the central disk element has been added for completeness (lines 
3830 through 3880 of Appendix D). 
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In the absence of true static pressure taps in the rim of the 
swirler, the reference pressure p00 has been approximated by the measured 
static pressure at the measurement location nearest the wall of the 
swirler. This may introduce an error, but the results will still be 
useful for comparing trends. 
Azimuthal Traverse Calculations 
For the azimuthal data, an averaging procedure is used instead of 
the integration routine a Since the data is expected to be cyclic with 
a period of one blade width, averaging is performed over successive 
one-blade cycles. These successive averages may then be compared to 
check deviation from cyclic behavior or averaged again to get a single 
representative value for each of the major output quantities. 
The code is set up to handle traverses having six points over the 
width of one blade; for example, six-degree increments for a ten-bladed 
swirler. For other spacings the value of NREP (line 4470 of the code) 
must be changed. 
Since the reference pressure p00 for each vane angle setting is 
taken from a radial traverse at the exit plane, the value of p00 must be 
supplied by the user for azimuthal runs. This allows calculation of 
the pressure difference p - p00 from azimuthal traverses for comparison 
with the values obtained from radial traverses. For those users not 
concerned with static pressure measurements, the supplied reference 
pressure PREF may be omitted or set equal to atmospheric pressure. 
Miscellaneous Modifications 
To make the code easier to use, all primary user inputs have been 
separated from the body of the code and incorporated into the block of 
input data, which is stored in a separate dataset. This minimizes the 
need to make changes in the body of the code, and reduces the memory 
space required to keep a record of all input data for each run. New 
headings were added to the input dataset to identify both the calibra-
tion and measurement data, and additional variables are stored on disk 
for use by auxiliary programs which produce tables and profile plots. 
To improve readability of the code, all DO loops were indented and 
extensive comments were added. A listing of the reduction code with 
sample input and output appears in Appendix o. 
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APPENDIX D 
LISTING OF FIVE-HOLE PITOT DATA REDUCTION 























































A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DATA REDUCTION OF FIVE-HOLE PITOT 
MEASUREMENTS IN TURBULENT• SWIRLINGr RECIRCULATING FLOW 
IN COMBUSTOR GEOMETRIES 
VERSION OF MARCHr 1983 --
MODIFICATIONS INCLUDE COMBINED RADIAL AND AZIMUTHAL CAPA-
BILITY• REDUCTION OF STAT~C PRESSURE DATA~ AND CALCULATION 
OF MOMENTUM FLUXES AND SWIRL NUMBERS FOR RADIAL ·PROFILES, 
BASED ON A PROGRAM B~ D. L. RHODE <PHD THESIS, OSUr 1981> 
G, F, SANDER 
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE,ENGINEERING 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
STILLWATERr OK 74078 
C*********************************************************************** c 
C---MAJOR FORTRAN VARIABLES IN MAIN PROGRAM (LISTED IN ORDER 









- LOGICAL FLAG FOR WRITING INTO 
- FLAG FOR DIAGNOSTIC OUTPUT 
- MAX NO, OF TRAVERSES ALLOWED~ 
- MAX NO, OF POINTS ALLOWED PER 
OUTPUT DATASET (UNFORMATTED> 
DIMENSION VALUE IN SUBROUTINES 
TF~AVERSf' ALSO DIMENSION VALUE 
00390 C HEDM ETC+ - ALL VARIABLES STARTING WITH "HED" ARE ALPHANUMERIC ARRAYS 
00400 C FOR OUTPU~.HEADINGS 
00410 C NCAL - NO, OF CALIBRATION DATA POINTS 
00420 C CPITCH - CALIBRATION PITCH COEFF, -- <PN-PS>l<PC-PW> 
00430 C CDELTA - CAL, PITCH ANGLE -- STANDARD RANGE -58 TO t58 DEG, 
00440 C CVELCF - CAL., VELOCITY COEFF, -- <CAL, DYN, PRESS.l/CiC-PW> 
00450 C CPBTCF - CAL. STATIC PRESSURE COEFF, -- <PC-PA>llPC-PW> 
00460 C HEDID1.HEDID2 - USER HEADINGS TO IDENTIFY THE RUN BEING REDUCED 
00470 C ALPHA - INLET SIDEWALL EXPANSION ANGLE 
00480 C PHI - SWIRL VANE ANGLE SETTING 
00490 C DSINCH - INLET NOZZLE OR SWIRLER DIAMETER• DSMALL• IN INCHES 
00500 r DLINCH - TEST SECTION DIAMET~R• DLARGEr INCHES 
00510 C KRADTR - IRTEGER FLAG FOR TRAVERSE TYPE -- 1 FOR RADIAL• () FOR AZIM, 
005~0 C NSTATN - NO, OF TRAVERSES TO BE REDUCES 
00530 r MAXJPT - MAX NO, OF POINTS IN ANY OF Tl-IE TRAVERSES BEING REDUCED 
00!'540 C XINCHS - AXIAL POSITION OF E1~CH Tl'MVEl:::SE, INCHE!~ 
00550 C NDATA - NO, OF DATAPOINTS IN EACH TRAVERSE 
00560 C RDNPRS - INLET DYNAMIC PRESSURE <UPSTREAM OF SWIRLERJ, TORR 
00570 C PREF - REF, PRESS, USED TO CALC. PDIFF FOR SWIRL NUMBER, TORR 
00580 C FANSPD FAN SPEED, RPM 
00590 C TFLOW - TEMPERATURE OF AIR IN TEST SECTION, DEG, CELSIUS 
00600 C PATM - ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE, TORR 
00610 r BZOFF - BETA ZERO-OFFSET FOR YAW ANGLE ~EADINGS 












RB~lA - RAW VALUE Uf YAW ANGLE BETA• DEG. 
RPNMPS - MEAS, VALUE OF PNORTH - PSOUTH PRESS. DIFF, TORR 
RPCMPW - MEAS, VALUE OF PCENTER - PWEST, TORR . 
RPCMPA - MEAS. VALUE OF PCENTER - PATMOSPHERE, TORR 
RSMALL - INLET NOZZLE OR SWIRLER RADIUS· METERS 
RLARGE - TEST SECTION RADIUS, METERS 
X - AXIAL POSITION OF TRAVERSE, METERS 
R - RADIAL POSITION OF DATAPOINT• METERS 
91 
C !DID - FLAG TO USE ENTRY POINT SP IN SPLINE INTERPOLATION ROUTINE 













































C DELTA - REDUCED PITCH ANGLE FOUND BY INTERPOLATION USING PICHCF 
C VELCF - REDUCED VELOCITY COEFF, FROM INTERPOLATION USING DELTA 
C PSTCF - REDUCED STATIC PRESS, COEFF, FROM INTERPOLATION USING DELTA 
























BETA - REDUCED VALUE FOR PROBE YAW ANGLE• DEG, 
VTOTAL - TOTAL VELOCITY VECTOR MAGNITUDE, MIS 
U - AXIAL COMPONENT OF VELOCITY, MIS 
V - RADIAL COMP. OF VELOCITY, MIS 
W - TANGENTIAL <SWIRL> VELOCITY• M/S 
P - REDUCED VALUE OF STATIC PRESSURE, NISQ. M <GAGE> 
XND - NONDIMENSIONAL AXIAL POSITION• XIDLARGE 
UIN - INLET REFERENCE VELOCITY CCALC, FROM RDNPRS>• M/S 
MASFLO - INLET MASS FLOW RATE (ASSUMING UNIFORM AXIAL VELOCITY>• KG/S 
VTSTAR - NONDIM, TOTAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE, VTOTAL/UIN 
USTAR - NONDIM. A~IAL VELOCITY, U/UIN 
VSTAR - NONDIM. RADIAL VELOCITY, V/UIN 
WSTAR - NONDIM, TANGENTIAL VEL,, W/UIN 
PSTAR - NONDIM. STATIC PRESSURE• P/RDNPRS 
RND - NONDIM, RADIAL POS,, R/DLARGE; ALSO THETA FOR AZIM, TRAVERSES 
DYPS - 'DELTA-Y, POINT-SOUTH" <FOR RADIAL INTEGRATION; FROM STARPICl 
DYNP - 'DELTA-Y• NORTH-POINT" <SIM. TO ·DYPSl 
SNS - 'SMALL NORTH-SOUTH' FROM STARPIC; USED AS DELTA-R FOR INTEGR, 
PDIFF - PRESS. DIFF. P - PREF USED TO CALCULATE SWIRL NUMB5R, N/SQ, M 
AREA1 - AREA OF DISC ELEMENT AT CENTER OF INTEGRATION REGION 
FLOW - SUMMATION FOR MASS FLOW THROUGH RfNG ELEMENTS 
WMOM SUMMATION FOR ANGULAR MOMENTUM FLUX 
UMOM - SUMMATION FOR DYNAMIC AXIAL MOM, FLUX CNEGL, PRESS. TERM) 
UMOMP - SUMMATION FOR AXIAL MOMENTUM FLUX, INCL. PRESSURE DIFF, TERM 
AREAJ - AREA OF EACH RING ELEMENT, SQ. M 
MASS - INTEGRATED MASS FLOW RATE, KG/S 
UMEAN - INTEGRATED MEAN AXIA~ VELOCITY, M/S 
ANGMOM - INTEGRATED AXIAL FLUX OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM, N-M 
AXMOM - INT, AXIAL FLUX OF DYNAMIC AXIAL MOM,, N <NEGL, PRESS, TERM> 
AXMOMF' - INT. AXIAL FLUX OF AXIAL MOMENTUM,. N <INCL. PRESSUl'i:E TERM) 
SPRIME - SWIRL NUMBER CALC. USING DYNAMIC AXIAL MOMENTUM FLUX 
S - SWIRL NUMBER tALC, USI~G FULL AXIAL MOM, FLUX <INCL. PRESS.I 
USTAVG - AVERAGE OF USTAR VALUES FOR AZIM. TRAV,, OVER ONE BLADE SPnCE 
VSTAVG - AVG, OF VSTAR VALUES 
WSTAVG - AVG. OF WSTAR VALUES 
PDFAVG - AVG. OF PDIFF VALUES 
VISC6S - LAMINAR ABS. VISCOSITY CALCULATED FOR EACH TRAVERSE, KG/M*S 










































































































t USTAVG<8r24) rVSTfWGCS,24) rWSTAVfH8r24) ,PDFAVG<B.'.~4) 
t/OUTPUT/STORE(8) . 
REAL MASS,MASFLO 
LOGICAL IWRITE,DIAGNS . 
c 
C---SET IWRITE=.TRUE. FOR WRITING SOLN. ON DISK STORAGEP 







C---READ CHARACTER DATA FOR HEADINGS USED BY-.SUBROUTINES 






















IF<DIAGNS) WRITEC6,400> CCPIJCH<I>rI=1r25) 
IFCDIAGNS> WRITEC6r400J <CDELTA<I>•I=1r25) 
IF<DIAGNSl WRITEC6r400> <CVELCF<IJrI=1,25J 
IFCDIAGNSl WRITE(6,400> <CPSTCFCilrI=1r25J 
400 FORMATC///r1X•13(F8.4,1Xlr//r5Xr12CF8.4)) 
C---READ USER HEADINGS, GEOMETRIC AND.CONTROL PARAMETERS APPLYING 









C---READ EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS SPECIFIC TO EACH TRAVERSE, THEN 






































DO 35 I=l,NSTATN 
XIIl=XINCHS<I>•0,0254 
JPTS=NDATA<I> 






IF!DIAGNS> WRITE<6•470l CND0TA<I>•l=l•NSTATN> 
02190 ~FCDIAGNSl WRITE(6,450l <X<I>•I=l•NSTATNl 
02200 IFCDIAGNS> WRITEc6,500l CRIJ),J•l•JPTS>· 
02210 DO 37 I=i•NSTATN 
02220 IFCDIAGNSJ WRITE<6•500l <RBETA<I,J),J=l,JPTSl 
02230 IF<DIAGNS> WRITE(6,500l <RPNMPS(I,Jl,J=\,JPTS) 
02240 IFCDIAGNSl WRITE<6•500l CRPCMPW<I,Jl,J=l•JPTSl 
02250 IF<DIAGNSl WRITEC6v500l IRPCMPACI,JJ,J=l•JPTSl 
02260 37 CONTINUE 
02270 450 FORMAT(/,40Xv11F8.4,1Xll 
02280 470 FORMAT(///,40X,1CI8,1Xll 
02290 500 FORMATC///,2ox.1o<F8.4)) 
02300 c 
02310 CHAPTER 1 1 1 1 1 DATA'REDUCTION 1 1 1 1 1 1 
02320 c 
02330 C---------CALC PICHCF AND INTERPOLATE FOR DELTA FROM 
02340 C--------- PITOT CALIBRATION CUBVE 
02350 c 
02360 IDID=O 
02370 DO 50 I=l•NSTATN 
02380 JPTS=NDATA<Il 

















IFCCRPCMPW(I,Jl.EQ,O,Ol.AND,<RPNMPSCI,Jl,EQ,O,Oll GO TO 38 
PICHCF(I,Jl=RPNMPSCI,Jl/CRPCMPW<I•Jl+l.E-6> 
IF<CPICHCF<I,Jl.GT.2.544J~OR.<PICHCF!I,JJ,LT,-3,769ll GO TO 38 









IFCIDID .GT, Ol DELTACI,Jl=SP<CPITCH,CDELTA, 
NCAL,PICHCF<I,J)J 
IDID=l 




FORMATC20X,'PICHCF IS OUT OF RANGE OF CALIBRATION AT I= 
40 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
02570 C---------INTERPOLATE FOR VELCF AND PSTCF FROM PITOT CALIBRATION DATA 
02580 c 
02590 IDID~O 







,JPH.i""NDiHA (I) · 
DO 70 ,J'" 1 v ,JPTS 
IF((RPCMPW<I•J).En.o.O),AND.(RPNMPSCI.Jl.EQ.0.0)) GO TO 65 
IF<<ABS<DELTACI,Jl)) .GT. 58.0l GO TO 65 
IFCIDID ,EQ, 0) VELCFCI,Jl=SPLINEICDELTA• 
CVELCF,NCAL•DELTA<I•Jl) 
IF<IDID .GT, O> VELCFCI,J)=SP<CDELTA,CVELCF, 
NCAL,DELTA(I,J>l . 
IFCIDID .EQ, OJ PSTCF<I,J>=SPLINE<CDELTA• 
CPSTCF,NCAL,DELTACI,J>> 
IF<IDID .GT, 0) PSTCFCI,Jl=SPCCDELTA•CPSTCF, 
NCAL,DELTACI,Jl) 
ID:rn=1 
GO TO 70 
CONTINUE 
VEL.CF < I , J) ""0, 0 
F'STCF <I, J) :-:O, 0 
WRITE<6,890l IrJ 
FORMATC20X,'DELTA IS OUT OF RANGE OF CALIBRATION DAT~ 
AT I='•I3•' AND J=',I3l 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 










C---------CALC MAGNITUDE OF TOTAL MEAN VELOCITY VECTOR• 
C--------- u, u, & W COMPONENTS, AND STATIC PRESSURE 
c 
F'Io<3+14159 
DO 100 I=1,NSTATN 
RHO<I>•PATMCil*C133,33l/C286.94*CTFLOW(Ilt273.15ll 
,JPTS'-'NDATA CI i 





































































IF ( CRPCMF'W (I ,_J), EQ. 0, 0); AND, ( f<PNMPS (I, J) , EO, 0, 0 l l BETt'.i>'. I, J) '"0, 0 
VTOTAL(I,Jl=SQRT<ABSC2.0/RHO<I>*VELC~CI,Jl*RPCMPWCI,Jl*133.9ll 
LJ(I,Jl=VTOTAL(I,Jl * COS<DELTACI,J!*PI/180,0l t 
c 
COSCBETA<I•J>*PI/180.0) 
VCI,Jl•VTOTAL(I,Jl * SIN<DELTA(I,Jl*PI/180.0l 










CHAP rEJ;: 2 2 AUXILIARY CALCULATIONS 2 2 2 
c 
C----------NONDIMENSIONALIZE LENGTHS AND VELOCITIES 
c 





























lFCDIAGNS> WRITE<6o450l (l.JINCIJ,I=l,NSTATNl 
IF<DIAGNS) WRITE<6•4501 <MASFLO(Il.I=t,NSTATN> 





IFCKRADTR.EQ,Ol GO TO 135 
03430 C---FOR RADIAL PROFILES: NUMERICAL INTEGRATION TO CALC. ~ASS 











FOR PROFILES AT AND UPSTREAM OF EXPANSION CORNER, RSM~LL 
IS USED IN EXPRESSIONS FOR DYNP AND UMEAN; DOWNSTREAM OF 















IFCXINCHS<IJ,GT,O.~J GO TO 107 
DYNPCJPTS>=2,0*CRSMALL-RCJPTS)) 
GD TD 108 
DYNPCJPTSl=2.0*<RLARGE-R<JPTSll 
CONTINUE 
























C---INNER 3 CHUB> VALUES 
C EXIT-PLANE PROFILES; 
OF PDIFF ARE SET TO ZERO FOR SWIRL.ER 
FOR DOWNSTREAM PROFILES, ACTUAL VALUES 

















IF<XINCHSCil,GT.-1.281 GO TO 116 
F'DIFF< I, 1) ""0• 
PDIFT< I, ?l "'0, 
PDIFF\I13l=O. 
CONTINUE 
I~CDIAGNSl WRITEC6.500l CDYNPCJ),J:l,JPTS> 







IFCDIAGNSl WRITEC6,2030l AREAl.ARSLJM,FL.OWvWMUM,LJMOM,LJMOMP 













































IF< DIAGNS) WIU TE ( 6, 2040) (11';:E!U, M~SUM, Fl..m.1, WMOM, UMUM ,, ''1·:1Ji<1· 
CONTINUE 
MASSCI)=FLOW 
IF<XINCHS<IJ,GT.O.OJ GO-TO 122 
UMEAN(Il~MASS<I>l<RHOC!JIPI*RSMALL**2l 
GO TO 123 
1?? UMEANCil=MASSCil/CRHOCIJIPI*Rl..ARGE**2l 
123 CONTINUE . 
f.1NGMCJM (I) =WMOM 
AXMDM<I>=UMOM 
AXMDMP<I>=LJMOMF' 
IFCDIAGNSJ WRITE(6,2050) UMEr;NUJ •Mt1SSCJ:J ,,:iNGMC:it-H I l :,(,/,·i::::·: •" 
I AXMOMP<Il 
2030 FORMATC//4X,'AREAJ',5X,'ARSUM',SX,'FLOW',6X•'WMOM'•oA• 
I 'UMOM',6X,'UMOMP'//' '•6E10.3J 





S (I) •=ANGMOM CI) I< AXMDMP (I) *RSMALL J 
CONTINUE • IFCDIAGNSl WRITEC6,450) 







WIUTE ( 6, 4!50) 
WR ITI::.: ( tn 4~50) 
WRITEC6,450) 









04290 135 CONTINUE 
04300 c 
04310 IFCKRADTR.EQ.1) GO TO 180 
04:~:w c 
04330 C---FOR AZIMUTHAL TRAVERSES: CALC, F'DJ:FF•CP-F'REF> USING SLJP?L!ED 











DO 178 I=1rNSTATN 
JF'TS=NDATA<IJ 




NO. OF 04430 C---CALC, AVERAGE VALUES FOR AZIMUTHAL TRAVERSES -- NREP IS 
04440 C POINTS IN REPEATING CYCLE ACROSS ONE BLADE: NAVE IS NO, OF 














DU 180 I=l,NSTATN 
NAVE•NDATA<IJ-NREP+1 
DO :I. 75 l\=1, NI-WE 





























04690 C---CALCULATE VISCOSITY AND INLET REYNOLDS NUMBER (BOTH TRAVFRSE fYPESl 
04700 c 
04710 C---VISCOSITY FORMULA FROM LAN I ROSKAM• AIRPLANE AERODYNAMICS 
04720 C ' & PERFORMANCE, P.42, 
04730 c 




04780 162 CONTINUE 
04790 c 
04800 CHAPTER 3 3 3 3 3 OUTPUT 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
04810 c 
04820 IFC.NOT. IWRITE> GO TO 165 
04830 WRITEC11) XINCHS· 
04840 WRITEC11) RINCHS 
048!30 WRITEC1.1) USTAR 
04860 WRITEC11) VSTAR 
04870 WRITEC11l WSTAR 
04880 WRITEC11) BETA 
04890 WRITE<11) DELTA 
04900 WRITE<11l PDIFF 
04910 WRITEC11> UIN 
04920 WRITEC11l PREF 
04930 c 
04940 165 CONTINUE 
04950 WRITE(6,311l 
04960 WRITEC6,312> HEDID1,HEDID2.HEDCAL 
04970 WRITE(6,32Sl ALP~A 
04990 WRITE<6•330l PHI 
04990 WRITE<6•335) RSMALL 
05000 WRITE<6r340) RLARGE 
05010 CALL WRITE<1.1.NSTATN.1.rT.JT,XINCHS.RINCHS.FANSPDrHEDFANl 
05020 CALL WRITE<1>11NSTATN•l•IT,JT,XINCHS•RINCHS,TFLOW•HEDl'FLl 
05030 CALL WRITE<1,1,NSTATNvl•IT,JT,XINCHSrRINCHS,PATM,HEDPAT1 
05040 CALL WRITE<1>1•NSTATNr1,IT,JT,XINCHSrRINCHS,RHO•HEDRHOJ 
05050 CALL WRITECl•lrNSTATN,1,1T,JT,XINCHS,RINCHS,VISCOS•HEDVJSl 
05060 CALL WRITEc1,1,NSTATN,1,1T,JJ,XINCHS,RINCHS,RDNPRS•HEDMIPl 
05070 CALL WRITEC1r1,NSTATN,1,1T,JT,X,R•UIN,HEDMIVJ 
05080 C~LL WRITE(l,lrNSTATN,1,1T,JT·X•R•MASFLO,HEDMMFl 









05 :I. 80 
O~i:I. 90 C 
()'.';;200 






































































311 FORMATC1H1rT37r'AXISYMMETRIC1ISOTHERMALr GT COMBUSTOR FLOWFIELD ' 
05570 c 
i'MEASUREMENTS'r//,T53,'USING A FIVE-HOLE PITOT PROBE'l 
312 FORMAT(//T10,18A4/i10•18A4//T10,9A4) 
325 FORMATC/T10r'EXPANSION ANGLECDEG.> ='rT50,1PE13.3J 
330 FORMATC/TlO,'SWIRL VANE ANGLECDEG.J •',T50r1PE13.3l 
335 FORMAT (/T101'INLET RADILJS(M) ~·,rso.1PE13.3) 
340 FORMATC/TlO,'COMBUSTOR RADILJS(M) ='•T50r1PE13.3) 
EN[I 














































[IQ 20 Imt,NSTATN 
MASFLOCIJ=O+O 
Mr~SSC!)=O,O 
t1NGMCJM ( I l =O, 0 
AXMOMCil=O.O 





DCJ 10 J"'l rMAXJPT 
VTCJTAL< I, .J l ,,0 • 0 
UCirJ)=O.O 





































































FUNCTION SPLINE<X• FX, N, Xll 
C*********************************************************~***~~~**~~~~~v-:· 
C CUBIC SPLINE CURVE FITTING IN 2 DIMENSIONOL DATA PLANE 
C INPUT VALUES : 
C Xr FX DATA ARRAYS• ONE DIMENSIONAL, X IN INCREASING ORDER 
C N NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN Xr MAX 26 
C Xl POINT OF INTEREST, WHERE F<Xll IS TO BE FOUND 
c 
C RETURN VALUE : 
C SPLINE OR SP = F<X1> . 
C THIS ROUTINE ACTIVATES ROUTINE ABUILDr H, AND GAUSS, 
C FOR INTERPOLATION OF A LARGE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS, FUNCTION 
C SPLINE MAY BE CALLED ONLY ONCE , AND SUBSEQUENT CALLS M0Y USE 
C ENTRY POINT SP, 
C*************************************************************~y******** 
06320 
06330 c . 
DIMENSION X<ll• FX<lJ, A<26r27J 




















DO 10 I=1r N 
DO 10 J=1r Nl 
A(I,Jl=O, 
Mi=N-1 
DO 20 I=2• Mi 








06510 C---------FIND SECOND DERIVATIVES 
06520 c 
06530 CALL GAUSSCA, N, N1J 
06540 ENTRY SP<Xr FX• Nr Xll 
06550 c 









Do 40 .r"~, rH 
I1,~I+l 
IF<X:l .EO. X<:()) GO.TO ~iO 
IF<Xl .L.T. XO:) d1ND. X:t. .GT. \(I/\) GO ro 4:l 
IF<X:l .GT. X(J:) .AND. XJ. .LT. xnu ) GO TO 4:l 
'C01'1T I NUE 
IFCXl .EQ, XCNJI GO TO 60 







































H I"':H ( X, I) 
HX•=X ( I:L l-Xl 
HX2=•X:l.-X(I) 
FX1=HX*t3/HI-HI*HX 
FX:l==Fxu.~ (I' N1) 






SF'U: Nlo:C=FX \I ) 
SP"Sf''L I NE 
l:::ETURN 
CONTINUE 


















C CALCULATE DELTA X WHICH IS USUAL.LY CALLED H. 






















C CONSTRUCT SPLINE MATRIX FOR FINDING 2ND DERIVATIVES 
C***********************************************************~*"1 





HJM1::::f·I ( X, IM1) 






- CF<Il-FCIM1))/HIM1 >*6· 
101 


































DO 3 L=1• 1<1 
li=lt1 
DO 3 I=L1, K 
CONST=A<I,L)/A(L,L) 
DO 3 J=L• M 
ACI,J>=ACirJ)-CONST*ACLrJ) 
DO 6 I=l, Ki 
Il=I+l 
DO 6 L=I1, Mi 
CONST=A(I,L)/A(L,L) 
DO 6 J=I, M 
A(I,J>=A(I,J>-CONST*A<LrJ) 





















































DO lOi JJ=JSTART•NJrJSKIP 
J=JSTAF:T+N.J-.JJ 





IF<IEND.LT.NIJGO TO 100 
RETUf\N 
110 FORMAT(iH0,17C2H*->•7X,9A4,7X,17C2H-*>> 
ill FORMAT<iHOr15H I = rI2r~I1i) 
112 FORMATC8HO J Y> 
113 FORMAT<I3,0PF8.4,ix,1oc1x,E1-0.3>) 
114 FORMATC13H X = rF8.4,9Fli.4) 
END 









COMMON /OUTPUT/ STORE<B> 
DIMENSION PHI<ITl,XCIT>,Y<JT)rHEAD<9> 
ISKIP=l 



























liJFiITE(.~,.111.J il•I"·'I!')f1'1, 1.END,ISl\If"i 
WRITE<6•114><X<r>,I~lSTArIEND,ISKTP> 
DO 101 JJ=JSTARf,NJ,JSKIP 
J"oo..JSl T tiF\T +N _i .... ,JJ 





IFCIEND,LT.NI>GO TO 100 
ViTURN 
110 FORMATC1H0,17C2Ht-),JX,9A4,/X,1'7C2H-*ll 
111 FORMAT<1H0,15H I = ,r2,9I11l 
113 FORMATC/1?X•1P10Ell.3l 
114 FORMATC13H X = rF8.4,9F11.4) 
END 
The following listing is of a dataset containing the input data 
for the reduction code. The two datasets are submitted together as a 

































//GO.FT11F001 DD DSN='U12686A,NA70R21N.DATA'•DISP=OLD 
//GO.SYSIN rm * 
COMPUTED MASS FLOW RATE IKG/Sl 
COMPUTED MEAN AXIAL VELOCITY <MIS> 
U VELOCITY CM/SJ 
V VELOCITY CM/S) 
W VELOCITY <MIS> 
TOTAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE CM/S) 
DIMENSIONLESS U VELOCITY 
DIMENSIONLESS V VELOCITY 
DIMENSIONLESS W VELOCITY 
DIMENSIONLESS STATIC PRESS. P/RDNPRS 
PROBE PITCH ANGLE <DEG.> 
PROBE YAW ANGLE <DEG,) 
PCNORTH> - P<SOUTH) <VOLTS> 
P<CENTER> - PCWEST> <VOLTS) 
P<CENTER> - PIATM,) CVOLTS> 
MEAS, INLET MASS FLOW RATE <KG/S) 
MEAS. INLET AXIAL VELOCITY CM/S) 
MEAS. INLET DYNAMIC PRESS, <TORR> 
AXIAL FLUX OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM CN-M> 
AXIAL FLUX OF AXIAL MOM. CNEGL. PST) 
AXIAL FLUX OF AXIAL MOM. <INCL. PST> 
SWIRL NO, S-PRIME CNEGL. PST> 
SWIRL NO, S <INCL, PSTJ 
STATIC PRESSURE, GAGE IN/SQ, MJ 
STAT, PRESS, DIFF,, P-F'REF (N/SQ,Ml 
INLET REYNOLDS NUMBER 
FAN SPEED <RPM J 
REF', FLOW TEMP. !DEG CELSIUS> 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE CTORRJ 

















































ABS, <LAM.) VISCOSITY (l<GIM-8) 
AVERAGES OF NONDIM. LI-VELOCITY 
AVERAGES OF NONDIM, V-VELOCITY 
AVERAGES OF NONDIM, W-VELOCITY 
AVERAGES OF STATIC PRESS, DIFFERENCE 





















































































-3.76? 58.0 2.300 -1.246 
AZ, TRAV. AT R~2.1 FOR PHI•70, EXIT PLANE <NO BLOCK> 
MEAS, 1\121/82 BY G, SANDER; DATAFILE NAME 'NA70R21N' 
90.0 70.0 5.938 11.75 
0 1 9 
-1.281 9 0.105 
-24.0 















































- • ~'126 
103 
Output generated by the reduction code using the example data given 
above appears on the following pages. 
AXISYMMETRIC,ISOTHERMAL, GT COMBUSTOR FLOWFIELO MEASUREMENTS 
USING A FIVE-HOLE PITOT PROBE 
AZ. TRAV. AT R•2.1 FOR PHI=70. EXIT PLANE (NO BLOCK) 
MEAS. 11/21/82 BY G. SANOER; OATAFILE NAME '~A70R21N' 
CALIBRATION NO. 19 -- 10/10/82 (GFS) 
EXPANSION ANGLEIDEG.) • 
SWIRL VANE ANGLE(OEG.) 
INLET RADIUS( M) • 
COMBUSTOR RAOIUS(M) • 
I = 1 
X= -1.2810 
2.SOOE-1-03 
I • 1 
x = -1.2810 
3 .800E+01 
I 1 
x = -1.2810 
7 .414E+02 
I • 1 
x. -1.2810 
1.107E+oo 
I • 1 
x • -1. 2810 
1.898E-05 







































FAN SPEED (RPM) 
REP. FLOW TEMP .. (OEG CELSIUS) 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (-TORR) 
DENSITY (KG/CU. M) 
ABS. (LAM.) VISCOSITY (KG/M-5) 
MEAS. INLET DYNAMIC PRESS. (TORR) 
MEAS. INLET AXIAL VELOCITY (M/5) 
MEAS. INLET MASS FLOW RATE (KG/S) 
INLET REYNOLDS NUMBER 













































































































































V VELOCITY (M/S) 
W VELOC ITV ( M/S) 
STATIC PRESSURE, GAGE (N/SQ. M) 
PROBE PITCH ANGLE (OEG.) 
PROBE YAW ANGLE (OEG.) 
TOTAL VELOCITY MAGN!TUOE (M/S) 
J y 
9 24 0000 
8 18 .0000 




































































































































DIMENSIONLESS U VELOCITY 
DIMENSIONLESS "I VELOCITY 
DIMENSIONLESS W VELOCITY 
DIMENSIONLESS STATIC PRESS. P/RDNPRS 
STAT. PRESS. DIFF., P-PREF (N/SQ.M) 









































































































































AVERAGES OF NONOIM. V-VELOCITY 
AVERAGES OF NONOIM. W-VELOCITY 
AVERAGES OF STATIC PRESS. OIFFERENCE 
P(NORTH) - P(SOUTH) (VOLTS) 
P(CENTER) - P(WEST) (VOLTS) 
P(CENTER) - P(ATM.) (VOLTS) 
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